
5 Ways to Stop Energy Vampires Draining Your Life Source 

Being an adult sucks — there’s the endless pressure to act like one, the demands of work and 
personal and interpersonal relaBonships, and the responsibility to take care of yourself. 

To survive and thrive we need a hell of a lot of energy, both physically and mentally 
(emoBonally). 

We are energy beings. Life is energy, projected and received in various ways. 

So what could be worse than someone sucking that energy out of your life and reducing your 
ability to cope with your everyday challenges and chores? 

Well, what's worse is not really knowing it is happening and why, and ending up demoBvated, 
stressed and even depressed because of it. 

In this post, I'm going to help you idenBfy the energy vampires in your life and give you some 
solid Bps on how to stop being a vicBm and take back responsibility for your own energy: your 
happiness, health, and vitality 

What Are Energy Vampires, and Are You a VicBm? 

If you’ve ever had an encounter with a person that leO you feeling Bred, drained, or even feeling 
guilty for something that isn't your fault, then you may well have been a vicBm of an energy 
vampire. 

Energy vampires are quite simply those people around you that suck the life/energy out of you, 
leaving you feeling drained, energy-less, and even depressed. 

You see, people operaBng on low energy subconsciously seek to recharge themselves by 
leeching energy from other people. 

The thing is, an energy vampire is not necessarily conscious of what they are doing, and may be 
in an emoBonally unstable state through no fault of their own. 

Regardless, energy theO can harm both the perpetrator and the vicBm, and it's important to be 
aware of how. 

For example, feeding off the energy of others can… 

o NegaBvely empower the perpetrator, giving them increased energy to carry on feeding 
their ego. 

o Create conflict and spoil social interacBons. 

o Mask the true self: the person is playing a role that hinders them from unlocking their 
potenBal and becoming secure with who they really are. 

o Harms the vicBm and may influence them to take on similar characterisBcs. Among 
groups of friends, this may be contagious and lead to cyclical energy theO. 



The 6 Key Different Types of Energy Vampire 

To prepare for and guard yourself against energy vampires it is vital to recognize their strategies. 
Se`ng boundaries for such people will be easier once you learn to idenBfy the way in which 
they operate. 

There are six main types of energy-sucking vampires, and who knows, perhaps one or more of 
these have been lurking around your life for some Bme. 

1. The Dominator Vampire 

Superiority is the name of the game for dominator vampires. These vampires love to be in 
control and inBmidate their vicBms. 

OOen, dominator vampires have a number of insecuriBes around being hurt, wronged, or 
weakened by others, so they try to conceal the emoBonal trauma by dominaBng/taking control 
of others. 

Generally, this type of vampire has rigid opinions and cynical percepBons of life, which may 
make them discriminatory and prejudiced. 

2. The Judgmental Vampire 

From a bird’s eye view, judgmental vampires love to bully other people, but zoom in a lifle 
closer and you’ll see their own shafered self-worth. 

They feed their ego by highlighBng and making fun of your insecuriBes unBl you feel patheBc 
and small. Basically, judgmental vampires treat others just how they treat themselves. 

3. The MelodramaBc Vampire 

If there was an energy vampire Oscars, the melodramaBc vampire would take home the award 
for best actor. 

As implied by the name, melodramaBc vampires have the need to create drama, mainly 
because they need to feed the void they feel inside. 

They love a crisis and being involved in problemaBc situaBons. They thrive on being vicBmized 
and therefore are in need of afenBon and love. Your energy will be drained when you get 
sucked into the drama they create. 

4. The NarcissisBc Vampire 

We’re all aware of people who are narcissists — those who lack empathy for others and have a 
need for admiraBon. People with this condiBon are frequently described as arrogant, self-
centered, manipulaBve and demanding. 

Narcissist energy vampires are the same: they don’t have a genuine interest in others. Their 
mofo is “me, me, me”. 

They are manipulaBve: They charm you, leaving you powerless to fend off their influence to put 
them first at all costs, and massage their ego. 



5. The VicBm Vampire 

Also known as martyr vampires, vicBm vampires target you through guilt. Usually, this type of 
person has remarkably low self-esteem. 

They believe that their suffering is mainly due to others, so instead of taking responsibility for 
their lot in life, they blame and emoBonally pressure others. 

VicBm vampires don’t receive enough love and acceptance from others, and this unworthiness 
makes them prey on your energy unBl you feel overly compassionate. Once you're sucked in, 
you feel guilty if you don't pay them afenBon and subsequently end up giving more than you 
can afford. 

6. The Innocent Vampire 

There are energy vampires who are innocent and aren’t aware that they’re stealing the energy 
of those around them. 

Good examples are your overly dependent friends who rely on you that bit too much, and 
children in the family who see you as their caretaker and become overly needy of you. 

While it’s great that you show compassion to these people, it’s important to moBvate them to 
be self-reliant. 

15 Ways to Manage Energy Vampires 

As with blood-sucking vampires, most energy vampires can’t steal your energy if you don’t 
invite them to. 

You have free will: you have a choice as to how much Bme and energy to spend with and give 
other people. You can and should set limits and boundaries because, at the end of the day, 
you’re always at a disadvantage if you let others suck the life out of you. 

1. Recognize the Issue & Step Back 

If you’re naturally compassionate, you are at risk of giving too much of your energy away. So 
when a person is causing you to feel exhausted, irritated, stressed, or depressed, you should 
take a step back and consider your posiBon. 

Recognizing people’s intenBons is the first step: only then can you weigh up the situaBon and 
decide whether the relaBonship is healthy or not. 

Take stock of the acBons and intenBons of those in your life. If a relaBonship is valueless, cut it 
off. If it concerns family and close friends, considering working it out with the help of a 
professional. 

Don’t let the negaBvity of others leech your energy. You will end up worse off. 

2. Manage Your Time Efficiently 

Afending to a good friend’s or family member’s needs is a wonderful thing to do, but 
remember that as much as they need you, you need Bme to yourself, too. 



It’s not worth si`ng around someone for hours on end only to leave Bred and stressed. Know 
your energy limits and live according to them. Set aside Bme for others but leave enough for 
focus and afenBon on yourself. 

3. Choose Your Bafles Carefully 

Arguing with others, parBcularly those who have rigid beliefs, will only cost you Bme and 
energy. While it’s tempBng to disagree and argue it out, recognize that for people to change, 
they must be willing to change first. 

Don't get red-faced and exhausted debaBng with someone who refuses to even consider your 
point. You'll leave stressed, upset and maybe even lose sleep. Not good. 

4. Keep Your VibraBon Elevated 

Some energy vampires don’t want to see a posiBve reacBon from you; they want you to feel 
depleted and depressed, like they do inside. As a preference they go for people with lower 
vibraBons, as they are easier to penetrate (ooh er, missus. Sorry). 

So, keep your vibraBon level high by smiling and staying posiBve about life. As the Beach Boys 
famously sung: ‘Gofa keep those lovin' good vibraBons a happenin'. 

5. Avoidance 

One direct way to prevent energy vampires from leeching off you is to avoid them. 

This isn’t always the best method though, as you might be throwing away an opportunity to 
develop yourself in dealing with such a person, and depending on how close the person is to 
you, a invaluable relaBonship might be at stake. 

Use avoidance when your energy is low and you simply can't deal with the person at that 
moment in Bme. 

6. Don’t Post Your EnBre Life on Social Media 

PosBng your life as you live it on social media is a good way to afract energy vampires, 
parBcularly the judgmental type. 

Avoid le`ng other people know about your secrets, news, plans, or opinions through Facebook, 
Twifer, or Instagram. 

Only post the informaBon you’re prepared to be criBcized about; otherwise, keep your fingers 
away from the ‘post something’ secBon. 

7. Minimize the Impact with Group InteracBon 

When interacBng with a vampire, having two or three other people around will lower the level 
of afenBon you'll receive and the energy required to be given. If you you find yourself being 
drained by a conversaBon, draw a couple of other people into the conversaBon to take the 
strain off. 

8. Keep Minimal Eye-Contact 

If you regularly encounter an energy zapper at work and want to avoid them as best as possible, 
only occasionally make direct eye-contact when speaking with that person. 



This is an obvious indicaBon that you aren't hooked by their allure and are not overly interested 
in their emoBonally-charged conversaBon. 

9. Listen, Don't Talk 

Much of the energy you release will come from talking, as you are lured further into the energy 
pit. Talking requires more energy than listening, and a nod or a “yes” doesn't take much energy 
either. 

To avoid talking too much, ask open-ended quesBons such as “how” and “why”. This will 
naturally make the other person do more of the talking. AOer all, most energy drainers just 
want an ear to bend, anyway. 

10. Reaffirm Your Self-Worth 

When feeling drained and negaBve aOer an encounter, parBcularly with the dominator and 
judgmental types, re-center your energy by repeaBng posiBve thoughts and affirmaBons. 
MeditaBon is also a great way to re-channel your posiBve energy and release the negaBvity. 

11. Change the Focus of the ConversaBon 

When talking with an energy-sucking individual, sBck to light-hearted topics. Change the focus 
of the discussion and neutralize it when it becomes negaBve, depressing or stressful. 

12. Stay Calm, Don't ReacBve 

Remember, energy vampires want afenBon; to provoke a reacBon from others. Don't rise to the 
bait. Remain calm and on topic, and deflect invasive and negaBve comments and suggesBons 
that you don't feel comfortable with. 

If you feel yourself becoming emoBonally charged, go to point 13. 

13. Leave If You Need To 

Remember that no one can force you to be around them. So if you find yourself on a day when 
you just can't deal with this energy leech anymore, take a deep breath and excuse yourself. Go 
surround yourself with some happy, posiBve people! 

14. Don’t Feel Bad 

As previously menBoned, energy vampires feed on your reacBons. For them, empatheBc people 
are easy targets, because most energy vampires have low self-worth. 

But once they suck on your energy, you’ll be leO feeling like you have a void too. Don’t let 
yourself be dragged into their pity party; walk away or change the focus. 

15. Let It All Go 

I talk about “le`ng go” a lot on this blog and, once mastered, many aspects of life become 
much easier. 

No mafer how hard some tries, their words can't drain you if you don’t allow them to. It’s not 
easy, I know, but learning to hear but not absorb and let go will keep your energy high. 



In Conclusion 

While energy vampires can steal your posiBve energy, they can’t succeed unless you allow them 
to affect you. 

However, given that most of us are generally compassionate and empatheBc, we can’t always 
keep our distance from such people or the circumstances they are caught up in. 

Moreover, any one of our friends or family members could turn into an energy vampire at any 
given Bme, depending on what life throws at them. It might be a short phase during an 
emoBonal struggle, or a more permanent period of life in the case of real tragedy or trauma. 

So rather than avoid people through fear, it is best to remain compassionate and supporBve 
while learning how to manage your Bme effecBvely and control your energy distribuBon. 

It's key to know when you need some “me Bme”, and know what you need to do to recharge. 

In my experience, the best way recharge is to surround yourself with posiBve people whose 
values align with your own. Remember, you are your own guardian, but the company you keep 
will help you create a healthy energy space too. 
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